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In India, the history of the Dalits has always moved towards assimilationsim, although 
the other strain was not altogether absent. Although Ambedkar identified Dalit 
exploitation and caste discrimination with Hinduism which sanctioned the varna system, 
he was at best a social reformer. When his efforts to find the rightful place for the Dalits 
within the Hindu fold failed, he decided to reject Hinduism and embraced Buddhism 
along with a large number of his followers. But it is not considered a break with 
Hinduism by many thinkers as Buddhism is taken as an offshoot of Hinduism. Ambedkar 
once told Gandhiji that though he differed from him on the issue of untouchability, he 
would take an appropriate decision at the opportune time. ‘I will choose only the least 
harmful way for the country. And that is the greatest benefit I am conferring on the 
country by embracing Buddhism; for Buddhism is a part and parcel of Bharatiya culture. 
I have taken care that my conversion will not harm the tradition of the culture and history 
of the land.’(Dahanjaya, 498) According to Rajgopalachari, Ambedkar’s so-called 
conversion to Buddhism was more anti-Hinduism than the acceptance of the gospel of 
Buddhism. It was Ambedkar’s last demonstration of anger. Nonetheless a large majority 
of them remained within the Hindu fold and their struggle for the annihilation of caste 
distinction still continues. Their fate seems to be inextricably linked with the Hindus. The 
problem of the Dalits is more complicated because they are part of the same ethnic stock, 
contrary to what the British scholars say. They are Hindus and yet not Hindus. They 
believe in Hindu religion, yet are not free to practise it like other Hindus. One reason 
could be that unlike Blacks, they do not belong to a separate racial stock. The literature 
written by Kabir, Chokhamela, Nandnar, Ravidas and others is claimed equally by Dalits 
and non-Dalits. Their goal was never separatism but integration on more human-terms. A 
spurt of it could be seen in Dr. Ambedkar’s demand for a separate electorate and he 
succeeded, in getting it from the Britishers. But Gandhiji opposed it on the ground that 
Dalits were an integral part of Hindu religion and thus there was no need for a separate 
electorate for them. Dr. Ambedkar relented when Gandhiji went on a fast unto death. 
There is an element of reconciliation in his assertion that ‘only when the Hindu Society 
becomes a casteless society that it can hope to have the strength enough to defend itself. 
Without such internal strength Swaraj for Hindus may turn out to be only a step towards 
slavery.’ 
 

Dalit literature forms an important, yet distinct part of Indian literature. Dalit 
literature is always marked by revolt and negativism, as it is intimately linked with hopes 
for freedom of a group of people who, as ‘untouchables’, are unfortunate bunches of 
social, economic and cultural inequality. Dalit is a self-designation for a South Asian 
group of people traditionally regarded as untouchables (outcastes) or of low caste. Dalits 
are a mixed population of numerous caste groups all over South Asia and speak various 
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languages. It is impossible to differentiate between Dalits and the various other caste 
groups on the basis of phenotypes or genetics. The caste system is a social construct 
among South Asian people and has no genetic basis. Dalit literary movement therefore is 
just not a literal movement but is the logo of change and revolution where the primary 
aim was the liberation of dalits. Indian Dalits during post Independent India had sought 
new avenues of liberation, which was to later turn into an integral part of the Dalit 
theology. One of the best representatives of this new wave of Dalit liberation and literary 
movement was the Dalit Panther Movement in Maharashtra, which made the term ‘Dalit’ 
a household name in nearly every Indian region. Further, as has been witnessed before, 
there was also seen a rise in Dalit literature during the 1960s. Black American Literature 
indeed had immensely influenced Dalit literary movements. One of the salient features of 
the Dalit theology is that it is an out-and-out theology about the downtrodden, ‘the 
theology which they themselves would like to expound’. One of the major generators of 
the Dalit theology is the Dalit experience of torment and ache. The theology has a 
twofold function. Firstly, it acts in harmony with the aim of liberation. This liberation is 
emancipation from both the religio-cultural and socio-economic bondages. The 
theological movements, secondly, also possess a lot of psychological dimensions which 
are of equal importance. 

The dalit literary movement received its first impetus with the advent of leaders 
like Mahatma Phule and Ambedkar in Maharashtra, who brought forth the issues of dalits 
through their works and writings. By the 1960s, with this new trend in writings, a sense 
of dalit consciousness was reinforced. As a result, this dalit consciousness inspired many 
dalits to come forth with their writings in Marathi, Hindi, Tamil and Punjabi. This dalit 
literary movement, was a collective endeavour of the Neo-Buddhist elites to create a new 
culture of social equality. It was based on wider socio- cultural, political ideas to 
transcend the narrow space of the old concept of culture and social hierarchy to a new, 
open space. The dalit writing was addressing the oppressed, the untouchables, the 
victims, and the oppressors. On the above mentioned lines, the dalit writers made a 
conscious effort lest their literature should be an echo of literature written in India so far. 
Rather it should be unique and original in itself. The writers like Narayan Survey, 
Namdeo Dhasal, Daya Pawar, Arun Kamble, Joseph Macqwan, Sharankumar Limbale, 
Arun Dangle, and many others wrote stunningly new Indian literature in the sixties and 
seventies.  

Today, the dalits are determined to narrate, and thus put on record their response 
and reaction to the place of dalit in the social system, giving way to the dalit agony, 
assertion, resistance, anger, protest and mobilization. It is important to note here that 
while responding to the past experience, the dalit writers are conscious of the present and 
give hint of the future. They make a fervent plea for a complete overhaul of society by 
questioning all notions of class and caste. This spirit is a kind of desire for a truly dalit 
literature which would:  

� confirm the dalit identity;  
� express the dalit’s agony, assertion, resistance, anger, protest and mobilization, 

instead of generating sympathy for them;  
� express the dalit anubhava (experience), its pasts- bequeathed memories, oral 

testimonies, remembered histories and stories;  
� use the past experience as a psychological weapon  
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� use ungrammatical language, different from the standard norms of expression  
� avoid or target classical myths and symbols  
� replace the savarna protagonist with the dalit protagonist  
� threaten the existing system based on caste;  
� give way to a new system, based on casteless society;  

These features lead towards the dalit aesthetics based on the theory of negation, 
an operation with the help of which a new proposition is being inferred from a given 
proposition. As the dialectics of this new proposition, the dalit aesthetics: intends to 
threaten the brahminic hegemony from literature, which has reduced them to an object of 
laughter by putting them at the periphery; has anubhaua (experience) which takes 
precedence over anumana (speculation); claims to have history which is not illusionary 
or unreal as Hindu metaphysical theory may make one to believe;  

� condemns traditional aesthetics as brahminical;  
� negates expression causing aesthetic experience;  
� negates hierarchies of language and priviledge 

Need and Importance of Research Problem: 
Autobiography is an account of a person’s life written by him or herself. The term 

autobiography appears to have been used by Southey in 1809. Autobiography speaks not 
only about writers and incidents but also their experiences. Roy Pascal defines, 
‘Autobiography is historical in method, representation of the self in and through its 
relation with the outer world’. It is clear that an autobiography is the true representation 
of the extraordinary, renowned and popular men’s life, achievements and experiences. 
But in case of Dalits, ordinary men and women, who do not hold any prominent position 
in the social history and politics write autobiographies. Moreover, it is important to see 
why the ‘community’ is given more importance than the ‘self’ in the Dalit 
autobiographies.  

Dalit autobiography is a flourishing form in Dalit literature. The entire universe of 
Dalit culture and feeling seems to have descended into autobiography. Innumerable 
aspects of individual as well as social experience reveal themselves. Although it is not 
possible to write about each individual autobiography, if one decides to evaluate Dalit 
autobiography in brief, one can say that Dalit autobiography is the imprisoned voice of 
the third generation of the Ambedkarite movement. It can be seen standing up against 
subjugation, humiliation and atrocities. There are a few autobiographies at present in 
regional language. Many are to be translated. All of them are the expressions of 
uncontrolled aggressiveness and breast-beating of typical Dalit lives. 

There is a need for intense exploration of Dalit autobiography in order to bring 
out the real image of India in general and providing completeness to Indian writings in 
English. 
Objectives: 
The research is planned to highlight mainly the following objectives: 

1. Who are the Dalits and what is Dalit culture?. 
2. Exploration of agony of untouchability in Indian social system and its cultural, 

social and economic effects. 
3. New values of criticism and aesthetics in portraying individuals. 
4. Repetition in the presentation of human experiences in different forms 
5. Uniqueness of Dalit  autobiography as outpouring  of  human struggle. 
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6. Narrative techniques  in portrayal of Dalit autobiography. 
 As in case of ‘dalit,’ the term ‘dalit woman’ has also been a victim of fierce 
debate regarding who is really a dalit woman? Is birth in a particular caste can be the sole 
criterion to determine the eligibility for being called a dalit? Can imaginative 
participation and a strong sense of empathy with the downtrodden be insufficient to feel 
the pain and humiliation which the burden of being born in a particular caste brings in. 
There are staunch votaries of both these points of views. There is a strong group among 
dalit writers and thinkers which claims that the ‘experiences’ of dalitism cannot be 
acquired, however sympathetic and well intentioned a person might be. Sharatchandra 
Muktibodh in Poisoned Bread -Translation from Dalit Literature: Past, Present and 
Future equates this difference of knowledge and experience with that of view and vision: 
There is as much a difference between a dalit view and dalit vision as there is between 
having a look at the map of a city and actually living in that city. When a view of life is 
experienced by a writer in its multiform distinct totality he could be said to have had a 
vision of his own point of view. (Dangle, 268)  

The famous dalit author Narendra Jadhav voices the same ideas on the subject: 
‘Non-dalit writing for dalit is written out of sympathy. Empathy is a right word, but there 
is always a difference between mother’s love and a wet nurse love. There is a substantial 
difference between dalit writing about themselves and others doing it. Because they have 
a second hand experience and they could not shook the other’s perception as could the 
first person account. (Anand, 33)  

The votaries of this group can be called ‘exclusivists’ for the want of a better 
term. For them, the imaginative identification is never sufficient, at its best it shows a 
lack of understanding and at its worst it presents a facade of ungenuine sympathy behind 
which the centuries old caste acrimony peeps out. The reality of felt experience can never 
be equaled with the cerebral engagement with the issues. One of the staunch advocates of 
this position is Gopal Guru who in Dalit Women Talk Differently distinguishes the 
discourse of dalit women from the upper class feminism and asserts that social location 
determines the perception of reality, making the representation of dalit women’s issues 
by non -dalit women less valid and less authentic, ‘Beneath the call for women’s 
solidarity the identity of the dalit woman as ‘dalit’ gets whitewashed and allows a ‘non-
dalit’ woman to speak on her behalf. It is against this background that dalit women have 
of late protested against their ‘guest appearances’ in a text or a speech of a non-dalit 
woman and instead organized on their own terms’ (Rao, 82-83). Sharmila Rege in 
Writing Caste/Writing Gender notes that in the unmarked feminism, caste was usually 
glossed over in the belief that ‘caste identities could be transcended by the larger identity 
of sisterhood among all women’ (Rege, 2). It is the Dalit feminists who challenged the 
misleading concepts of ‘casteless gender’ and ‘genderless caste.’ Gopal Guru fittingly 
affirms in this connection that ‘Dalit women define the concept of dalit strictly in caste 
terms, refuting the claim of upper caste women to dalithood. Dalit women activists quote 
Phule and Ambedkar to invalidate the attempt of a non -dalit woman to don dalit identity’ 
(Rao, 83). Seema Sharma and Kanta Sharma in Dalit and Backward Women find it 
impossible to align women’s movement with dalit movement. According to them there is 
no common economic or ideological platform to sustain such a sisterhood, ‘A uniform 
autonomous women’s movement cannot sustain as there is no common material base to 
launch such a movement. Not only is there no common material base but there is also not 
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a common philosophy to combine Dalit women’s movement with other women’s 
movement. Dalit women’s emancipation entails a dual struggle as a dalit and as a 
woman.’ (Sharma, 226)  
 The second group comprises those vocal dalit activists who may not have been 
born in untouchable castes, yet through imaginative participation in experiences of dalit 
women and through the extension of sympathies have been leading the movement from 
the front and have provided the necessary ideological and intellectual support to dalit 
women movement since its infancy. These ‘Sympathizers’ are mostly well educated 
feminists and male writers belonging to all castes and classes. The sympathizers’ claim to 
dalitism is based on their intellectual engagement with the Crippling effect of caste 
system on dalit women. While one cannot out-rightly reject the seemingly firm position 
of exclusivist critics such as Guru and Limbale as invalid, the grounds on which these 
critics base their arguments are shaky. Their vision does not take into account the 
irrefutable fact that all literature is essentially and inherently representational and 
symbolic, ‘one voice’ speaking for ‘others.’ The claim of a dalit woman to speak more 
authentically about other dalit women in itself is questionable, since the writer or speaker 
can, at most, honestly speak about herself; her claim to represent others who may be less 
educated or might have different experiences than her, in itself is debatable. While it 
cannot be denied that to feel the degradations and disabilities, some part is played by ‘real 
life experiences’, it can never be complete and an end in itself. Ultimately all experiences 
are ‘borrowed’ to some extent and imaginative identification plays a crucial role in every 
discourse. Even the experiences of born dalit writers may also be borrowed and not their 
own in the sense that mostly the protagonists in their works are less fortunate financially 
and educationally than the writer herself. While dealing with the issue of representation 
of dalit women in a conference in Beijing, Gopal Guru himself accepts the difficulty of 
taking a homogenous view of dalitism, ‘There is a notable shift taking place in the 
location of dalit women. Dalit women from Maharashtra are better educated and 
employed than their counterparts from Karnataka. And it would be the former who would 
represent dalit women at Beijing. Thus, here too, a certain section of dalit women will be 
rendered anonymous’ (Rao, 84). What is implied here is that well educated, employed 
dalit women are inadequate representation of grassroot dalit women whose ‘experiences’ 
significantly differ from the experiences of these urban dalit. It does not require any 
stretch of imagination to find the problematization of the argument referred to by Gopal 
Guru wherein he confers the exclusive rights of the experiences of dalithood to the dalits 
since the question which arises is-which dalits’ experiences the writer is claiming to 
represent? If the process of identification is possible for an urban, middle class, employed 
dalit with a rural, poor, illiterate labourer, it is equally possible for a person belonging to 
other castes with a keen, sensitive, sympathetic intellectual apparatus. Further, the claim 
to exclusive dalit experience fails to take into cognizance the role of other equally 
important factors such as individuality, class, sub-jatis, or region in the formation of 
‘experiences’. The term Dalit or Dalit women is at best an umbrella term with hundreds 
of differentiations. The claims of exclusivity anywhere are, most often than not, used to 
justify one’s own narrow parochial ends. Sharmila Rege correctly argues regarding the 
position taken by Gopal Guru in this connection that ‘a privileging of knowledge claims 
on the basis of direct experience as authentic may lead to a furthering of narrow identity 
politics. Such a narrow frame may well limit the emancipatory potential of the dalit 
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women’s organizations as also their epistemological standpoints’ (Rao, 96). What is 
required is an understanding of the limitations and potential harm such an exclusivist 
approach can do to dalit woman movement which is still in its infancy. Hence a 
compromise between these two alternatives is the need of the hour, ‘The dalit feminist 
standpoint which emerges from the practices and struggles of dalit women may originate 
in the works of dalit feminist intellectuals, but it cannot flourish if it is isolated from the 
experiences and ideas of other groups and must educate itself about the histories, 
preferred social relations, the utopias and the struggles of the marginalized. [ ... ] By this 
we do not argue that non-dalit feminists can ‘speak as’ or ‘for the’ dalit women but they 
can ‘reinvent’ themselves as dalit feminists. Such a position, therefore avoids the narrow 
alley of direct experience based ‘authenticity’ and narrow identity politics.’ (Rao, 99)  
 Another important issue which needs critical scrutiny and which is important to 
understand dalit feminism pertains to the relationship between gender and caste. It has 
been rightly asserted that ‘the gender division reinforced the caste division, and the 
gender ideology legitimated not only the structure of patriarchy but also the organization 
of caste’ (Liddle, 69). It is commonly accepted now-a-days that gender and caste are not 
separate issues without any interconnection between them. They overlap at significant 
points and the issues of caste influence and determine the position of gender to a large 
extent in our country. Leela Dube in her article Caste and Women explores this 
intermeshing of caste and gender and correctly notes that ‘the principles of caste inform 
the specific nature of sexual asymmetry in Hindu society’ (Rao, 242) making it inevitable 
that ‘the boundaries and hierarchies of caste are articulated by gender’ (Rao, 242). An 
illustration of this close connection between caste and gender can be found in the case of 
Pratiloma marriages which were denounced by Dharamshastras in Ancient India as they 
were supposed to pose a danger to the purity of bloodline. The sloka ‘The King shall not 
take any fine from a maiden who makes advances to a man of high caste, but he should 
force a maiden who courts a man of low caste to live confined in her house’ (Padia, 137) 
is one of the many wherein Pratiloma relations are denounced. An important reason for it 
was that they inverted the delicately balanced hierarchical system of caste and patriarchy. 
Since a woman was supposed to be inferior in rank to man in the family, she was required 
to show deference to his wishes, but when a man oflow caste married a woman belonging 
to a higher caste, being a member of upper caste she deserved respect due to higher caste. 
To avoid the conflict between patriarchy and caste system, a blanket ban was placed on 
such marriages, as is asserted by Shalini Shah, ‘Since both inter-sex and inter-caste 
relations were equally hierarchized and expressed in a similar language of subordination, 
a direct conflict between the two was avoided by banning Pratiloma’ (Padia, 76).  
Methodology: 
The research has been methodically classified into six chapters. 
Chapter 1: Introduction: 
Shattered Visage: The Real Face of Caste System 
This chapter is planned to focus on the etymological definition of the word ‘Dalit’, 
Marginality, Caste system, canon formation of Indian Writings in English. The ancient 
Hindu literature was conspicuously Brahmanic and excluded vast majority of India. It 
draws attention to the inherent lacunae in Manusmriti which excluded, whereas the 
sudras derived their origin from the solar race, as Dr. Ambedkar’s research reveled. It 
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also focuses on the background need of Dalit literature as a socialresponsibility and its 
various themes, narrative techniques and major writers. 
Chapter 2:  
Dalit Autobiography: An Exploration of Human Histor y 
The autobiography became important channel to reach the Dalit communities. It reflects 
the self of community on the whole. This chapter is aimed the succinct historical survey 
of Dalit literature in India in various states and Dalit autobiography its emergence, need 
of the hour for self assertion and self reliance, development, movements, major concern 
and ideology.  
Chapter 3:  
Outcaste: A Realized Saga of Ambedkar’s ideology: 
This chapter provides how Ambedkar’s ideology has been manifested in the family story 
of the author NarendraJadhav. Written in the form of a memoir, Outcaste bears 
testimony to the success of a Dalit family in the course of a single generation. It is a story 
of the metamorphosis of Dalit in the context of the social movement led by Ambedkar. It 
emphatically presents the Dalit identity in cosmopolitan terms and global context.  
Chapter –4: 
The Outcaste (Akkarmashi): A Treatise on Human Nature 
Limbale describes the life a man who suffered not only through this caste system but also 
through the pain of not even being allowed into the caste system: he was an outcaste, 
below everyone else. The one thing that controlled his life from the time he was a child 
was hunger; he knew that a man was no bigger than his own hunger and that there was no 
escape from it. Not only did he physically suffer from his deep, insatiable hunger, his 
entire life he lived under the curse of not having ‘pure blood.’ Because his mother had 
him out of wedlock with the chief of the village, he belonged nowhere and no one would 
accept him. In the end, he found his salvation in Buddhism. His entire life he had 
watched religion tear people and families apart, and he wanted no part of it. The Outcaste 
clearly shows how the lives of India’s lowest citizens are completely controlled by the 
society around them. It’s a beautiful picturization of human nature manifested through 
caste system.  
Chapter 5:  
Growing Up Untouchable in India: A Unique Indian Li fe 
There is much in Vasant Moon’s extraordinary story of his Vasti, his childhood 
neighborhood in India that would probably be true of any urban ghetto anywhere in the 
world. But there is much that is peculiarly and vividly Indian. In this first autobiography 
of a so-called Untouchable, we learn about the inescapable hierarchy imposed by caste, 
based on ancient principles of hereditary pollution. We see the unmatched importance of 
the heroic Dr. B. R. Ambedkar for India’s awakened and newly ambitious Dalits. We 
feel, viscerally, Nagpur’s heat and the joy brought by the monsoon. Vasant Moon’s Vasti, 
the first Dalit autobiography to be published in English, is a moving and eloquent 
testament to a uniquely Indian life as well as to the universal human spirit.  
Chapter 6:  
Conclusion: Dalit Autobiography A Pilgrimage of Mankind 
This chapter summarizes all the five chapters and defines the future direction for Dalit 
literature. It also applauds the contribution made by Dalit writers on Indian writing in 
English. 
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To conclude, Dalit autobiography may be said to centre on man. Its history of the last 25 
years or so may be seen as the pilgrimage of mankind toward a brave new world bereft of 
suffering, suppression and exploitation. 
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